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Executive Summary 

The charts continue to suggest further upside. Although short term pullbacks are to be expected along the way, none 

of the charts we studied suggest anything bearish is knocking on our doors more than a ~20p pullback. In fact, we 

studied the NAZDAQ’s market breadth since the March-2009 low and found that odds favor 1 in 20 continued upside 

in the coming weeks and months ahead. All the TIs on the daily and weekly charts continue to point up, and so do 

our SMAs charts. 

For the S&P500 we continue to look for SPX2190-2230, before a more meaningful pullback followed to a new 

advance to SPX2300. SPX2145-2150 could be on tap first before the next leg up, but not necessarily.  

For the NAZDAQ we’re looking at NAZ5100 and NAZ5400 for an intermediate and more important top. 

 

How to trade this? 

Dips should be bought. Short and long term investors should be back in the market.  

 

We continue to reiterate we can only work with what the charts tell us up to now. In this case: there are no sell signals 

today. That can change tomorrow of course, but we can only work with what we have, not with what we think it will 

be. Hence, as long as everything points up and there are no sell signals, then up and buy/hold it is until the charts tell 

us differently.  
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Elliot wave update 

The past week we continued to move our goal post higher as the waves extended and on Friday the market provided 

us with its largets pullpack (13p) since the SPX2089 low. Question is if the SPX2169 high was all of 3 or not. A break 

below SPX2156 will confirm and targets SPX2145-2150ish.  

Table 1: Ideal wave tracker for minor waves of intermediate iii.  

 

On the hourly chart, see Fig 1 below, we can count 5 blue waves up off the SPX2137 low. This could mean that if 

SPX2143 was i of 3, SPX2137 was ii of 3, see table 1 above, and price so far has only reached iii of 3; still targeting 

SPX2181 before a 20-30p pullback happens.  

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: preferred bullish count. 

 

Please note that the hourly RSI5 reached the 30 level, almost similar to the level reached during minor 2 @ 

SPX2089, and could therewith have fulfilled enough oversold levels. 
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The 10min hourly chart shows our alternate count with the possible subdividing (green) minor 5th wave for all of 

intermediate i. Also here we had to move the goal post up, from an original SPX2150-2160 target to now SPX2180-

2195 as the waves kept extending. We keep reiterating, as it is important: Please be always aware that we can only 

set our targets based on standard, text-book Fib-extensions and can never foresee wave-extensions: anticipate, 

monitor, adjust. 

Figure 2. SPX 10min chart: alternate bullish count 

 

Price remains in the green up trend channel, suggesting a local blue wave iii top at SPX2169 and iv at SPX2155. If 

price drops lower than the blue up trend channel comes into play, with SPX2150 (lower trendline) as next support. 

This is in line with the price targets shown for green minor 4 in Figure1. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 

Please note there are at any given time always a myriad of Elliot Wave counts possible. That’s the beauty and also 

downfall of Elliot Wave. Therefore one has to focus on the most likely two counts based on many other factors, such 

as TIs on daily and weekly time frame, market breadth etc. All of which we cover and analyses of course. Some of 

these alternate counts are: 

 Ongoing larger B-wave (targeting SPX2300). 

 Ongoing smaller b-wave within major 2 (SPX1992 should then be revisited). 

 Subdividing 1st and 2nd waves, with the move from SPX2074 as all of minor 1 of major 3 (SPX2110-2120 for 

minor 2). 

Of these we find the two b-wave scenarios least likely, and the possible i, ii, 1, 2 scenario reasonable likely, simple 

because the daily, weekly, and market breadth charts do not support the B-wave scenarios at all. 
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Market update. 

Last week we showed the possible major wave lengths using Fib-extensions to calculate major 3, 4 and 5 targets. 

This week we stay a bit closer to home and show the possible intermediate iii, iv and v of major 3 targets. Also here 

SPX2300 appears a good target for major 3. SPX2190-2120 appears a good first candidate for intermediate iii. 

Table 2: Ideal wave tracker intermediate waves of major 3; also here SPX2300 is on the radar. 

 

As predicted last week: price reached the upper green trend line. Breakout, grind along, or retest of black trend line? 

Since a) the TIs are all pointing up with not a single sell-signal anywhere, b) the Bollinger bands expanding; and c) 

price is at the upper band, we favor continued upside over the days ahead regardless.  

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. All TIs pointing up, no sell signals anywhere. Upper green trend line reached! 

 

A.I. indicator 

MACD 

RSI5 

MFI14 
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Please note that with “continued upside over the days ahead” we mean it does include smaller downside risk over a 

day or two, but the general trend remains and is up. Please also compare the current Bollinger Band set up with that 

of early March: the lower band is still pointing down and not even pointing back up like during the 2nd half of March.  

The market even then had a few pullbacks along the way towards SPX2116, but added overall 5% before topping at 

that level. From current levels that would then target mid-to high-2200s.  

In addition, we would as want to continue to reiterate we can only work with what the charts tell us now: there are 

no sell signals today. That can change tomorrow of course, but we can only work with what we have, not with what 

we think it will be. Hence, as long as everything points up and there are no sell signals, then up and buy/hold it is 

until the charts tell us differently. That simple. 
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The weekly chart shows price moving towards to upper parallel green trend line, now at SPX2185ish, a logical target? 

The symmetry breakout green arrow target remains. All TIs are pointing up, with no sell signals anywhere. All SMAs 

are pointing up, and the SAR is below price. All indicate further upside in the weeks ahead. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI line chart. All TIs pointing up. Next initial target SPX2225ish. Interim target SPX2185? 
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A.I. indicator 

MACD 

RSI5 

MFI14 

200w SMA 
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The COMPQ shows a similar bullish picture, with a logical first target of $5100 as the red and black trendlines 

converge there (red arrow). That’s 1.4% upside from current levels and would suggest a target of SPX2190 when 

translated to the S&P500. Price has re-established itself in the green up trend channel and the next target will likely 

be $5400 (green arrow). Support is now moved up from $4900 to $5000 (red dotted horizontal line)  

Figure 5. COMPQ weekly TI line chart. All TIs pointing up. Next initial target $5400. Interim target $51000 

 

 

  

A.I. indicator 

RSI5 

OnBalanceVolume (OBV) 
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Market breadth 

Last week the McClellan Oscillator of the NAZDAQ (NAMO) registered a >70 reading, after a >90 reading made in 

early March this year. We went back over the entire bull since the March 2009 low to determine similar high readings 

and setups. The vertical dotted lines all show readings >60: 20 occasions including the current most recent reading. 

Except in 2011, (red dotted line); all >60 readings led to considerable upside in the weeks and months ahead, even 

after some retraces. Readings >90 have not occurred prior in this bull, and only came late-March 2009.  

Figure 6. NAMO registered >70 this week, and >90 in March: History suggests 1:20 odds of continued upside. 

 

Hence, odds favor (1:20) continued further upside for the following weeks and months to come. The historical high 

>90 reading confirms this. The >90 breadth reading followed by the recent >70 breadth reading appears similar as 

the set ups experienced in 2010 and 2011/2012 (green boxes).  
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Miscellaneous 

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), and Short term (ST-SMA) continue to improve, supporting 

the bull case. The LT-SMA is almost in full-blown bullish mode; 85% bullish. The ST continues to be close to 100% 

bullish. Clearly price is above ALL SMAs; even the shortest of the ST-SMA chart (5d SMA). Hence, these charts –

along with the prior breadth study- support short and long term continued upside.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart improved    ST-SMA chart improved.    

 

Below is how a bullish chart looks likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. That simple. 

 

For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all SMAs 

pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current charts 

are still (very) bearish. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any moment going 

forward, as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that is that long term 

things are still bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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The two flies in Wall Street’s ointment are still floating around –like last week, but they didn’t do much at all- and 

these are the very low CPCE and VIX readings; suggesting a top is close; everybody is long and no fear. We’ll have to 

see how these pan out, but given all the prior charts we believe these are more short term (bearish) indicators than 

anything else. 

Figure 9. CPCE ratio close to “top eminent”, VIX in bottom zone. 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 21, 2017 (100/100 Power) 
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